**Grant Code**

Grant 3061 - At Risk Children (Section 31A)
Grant 3062 - At Risk Children (Section 31A) C/O
Grant 3071 - 41 Bilingual Education
Grant 3072 - 41 Bilingual Education C/O
Grant 3311 - Section 107
Grant 3312 - Section 107 C/O
Grant 3401 - GSRP - Yr 1
Grant 3402 - GSRP - Yr 2
Grant 3403 - GSRP Transportation
Grant 3406 - GSRP Transportation C/O
Grant 3491 - First Robotics
Grant 3492 - First Robotics - C/O
Grant 3661 - Early Literacy Addt’l Instr Time
Grant 3662 - Early Literacy Addt’l Instr Time C/O
Grant 3761 - Competitive School Safety
Grant 4001 - Perkins
Grant 4031 - Safe Routes to School
Grant 6011 - Title I Regular - Yr 1
Grant 6012 - Title I Regular - Yr 2
Grant 6711 - WIA Adult Ed Inst
Grant 6841 - Title III-Limited Eng Prof-Yr 1
Grant 6842 - Title III-Limited Eng Prof-Yr 2
Grant 6843 - Title III - Immigrant Students-Yr 1
Grant 6844 - Title III - Immigrant Students-Yr 2
Grant 7231 - Head Start
Grant 7531 - Title IV, SSAE (Stdts Supp Acad Enrichm’t)-Yr 1
Grant 7532 - Title IV, SSAE (Stdts Supp Acad Enrichm’t)-Yr 2
Grant 7661 - Tchr/Prin Trainin/Recruit - Yr 1
Grant 7662 - Tchr/Prin Trainin/Recruit - Yr 2
Grant 8011 - IDEIA Flowthrough-Special Education
Grant 8051 - IDEIA Preschool-Special Education
Grant 9900 - AAPSEF Teachers (Great Ideas)
Grant 9909 - AAPSEF Middle School Steam Labs
Grant 9910 - AAPSEF IMRA Huron
Grant 9918 - MSTAR Prgm (Frmly MAC) at Mitchell
Grant 9921 - AAACF PHS Academics/Athletics
Grant 9925 - Science & Env Ed Endownm’t
Grant 9931 - Project Lead The Way
Grant 9932 - Bosch Community Fund - PLTW
Grant 9938 - Adult Ed Anticipated Local
Grant 9940 - MVU Blended Learning
Grant 9942 - Bosch Comm Fund STEAM Capstone

Account Code Example - 11.XXXX.XXXX.0000.9938.1OC.0000